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Preface
When installed properly, segmental retaining walls provide a flexible and quality
option for numerous applications. They hold several benefits over alternative
retaining wall options. Being able to install these products as a professional can help
you establish a profitable business in a growing industry. This takes the knowledge,
trade tips and tricks, and experience in the field to be able to accomplish this. In this
workbook, we highlight how to install segmental retaining walls as a professional to
ensure the longevity of a segmental retaining wall project.
This workbook, along with our courses, provides insightful information towards
becoming an installer, they alone cannot provide you with the skills to achieve
success. We do recommend that you apply this knowledge to the field prior to
servicing clients or being transparent with potential clients. Even shadowing a
hardscape business in your area for a set amount of time will provide you with more
practical situations to which you can then apply on your own.
This course outlines everything involved in the installation of segmental retaining
walls from site planning to the final product. We cover a variety of base preparation
methods that you will be able to use in the appropriate application to help you make
the best choice for your clients. Tools and equipment are also highlighted throughout
this workbook to help you in setting yourself up for what is needed in the installation
process. The goal of this course is not only to help you gain the knowledge required
in the installation process, but to also provide you with the knowledge to provide
expert solutions to your potential client helping you present yourself as an authority
in the industry.
The majority of these practices are universal, you will find that the excavation and
base preparation methods highlighted in this guide will be specific to climates that
experience freeze-thaw cycles. Additionally, names of certain aggregates and other
products may be different in various regions.
This course aims to lay the foundation of knowledge for constructing segmental
retaining walls up to three or four feet in height with minimal slope at the toe of the
retaining wall and no significant live or dead load being placed on the wall. If your
retaining wall has any of these characteristics to it, you will likely benefit by hiring or
having the homeowner hire an outside engineering firm that specializes in retaining
walls to design the project. If you want to learn more about compensating for other
variables in your segmental retaining wall build, designing segmental retaining walls
to compensate for those variables, calculations, and many other concepts for
building segmental retaining walls, you can download the guides by NCMA found in
the Course Materials portion of this course.
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About Segmental Retaining Walls
There are several steps to the process of building a retaining wall that will stand the
test of time. These steps are outlined in this course, along with the foundational
knowledge behind each of them so that you can not only construct retaining walls
that last but also present yourself as an authority to your clients.

What are Segmental Retaining Walls
Segmental retaining walls are required when there is a grade change in a space that
needs to be retained or in order to provide a flattened usable space. Segmental
retaining walls or SRWs provide a versatile solution to numerous applications in
retaining soil. Segmental retaining wall blocks are concrete modular blocks that work
together to create a solid mass. Segmental block retaining walls are versatile in both
their construction and aesthetics. Hardscape manufacturers continuously produce
new sizes, shapes, and color blends to provide numerous possibilities for a custom
built retaining wall. They can also be used for other purposes in a hardscape
installation including seat walls, fire pits, pillars, and steps.
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When constructing a segmental retaining wall, it is important to refer to the
manufacturer’s specifications to determine the size to which that wall can be
installed. This will vary from product to product depending on several factors. If a
wall is 3 to 4 feet in height or higher, you will require outside engineering to specify
how that wall will be built. This measurement will vary depending on the region and
governing body and the specified building codes. This guide will help you specifically
for walls smaller than that, though the same principles will apply to engineered walls
taller than this.
Segmental retaining walls are built on flexible bases using aggregates to which
interlocking concrete pavement systems are also installed on. They are built using
single units that are dry stacked, relying on their capacity to resist shear force from
unit-to-unit caused by forces acting on the wall from behind it. They are typically
installed with mechanical clips or connectors to support this, along with filling the
cores of units with compacted aggregate. These units and mechanical clips allow for
the transfer of lateral force to the subsequent layer. This is important that the units
act together adding to the single mass of the segmental retaining wall because these
structures rely on their mass to resist surcharge loads and other forces.
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The surcharge is the force from behind the wall placed on the back of the wall.
Essentially this is caused by the retained soil, hydrostatic pressure from water that
enters the system, static loads or loads that do not change that the retaining wall
supports, and dynamic loads or loads that do change the retaining wall supports.
The retaining wall needs to be engineered to support these loads.
Geogrid is used in segmental retaining walls where the maximum height for the
manufacturer’s specifications on the retaining wall block has been exceeded or for
walls with significant surcharges. This is placed between units and extends into the
drainage area and reinforced soil area behind the wall based on the retaining wall
block manufacturer, geogrid manufacturer, and / or engineering specifications. Batter
on the retaining walls can work to further retain the surcharge placed on the wall by
setting the retaining wall blocks into the retained area at a specified amount built into
the retaining wall blocks.
The drainage area behind the wall is essential for the free drainage of water that
enters the system so that it does not further affect the wall through this hydrostatic
pressure. This includes the installation of a clean crushed stone and a perforated
drainage pipe that will drain to a lower area and / or through the face of the wall
depending on the length of the wall. This drainage area is important, but it should not
be relied upon as the main solution to water entering the system. Water is a powerful
force that will erode and decrease the stability of aggregate and soils. The swale at
the top of the wall will help with this, along with further design considerations
depending on the water table in the area or any water upon excavation that is
concerning.
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Segmental retaining walls are superior to walls that are cast in place on the job site
for several reasons. The retaining wall units themselves are manufactured in a
controlled environment allowing the manufacturer to adhere to standards to ensure
that each unit has the compressive strength and quality that is necessary. The units
are durable and uniform in weight and dimensions within their tolerances. However,
cast in place walls are subject to the installer, the weather on the day that will affect
the concrete, and the compaction that is possible on site rather than being controlled
in a plant. Additionally, segmental retaining walls allow more flexibility on site when
installing as they can be removed unit by unit and re-aligned or corrected throughout
the construction process. There are numerous aesthetic benefits with the multiple
product lines on the market today with retaining wall units.

Hardscaping Tools
The more tools that you can accumulate in your business, the more efficient you will
become on a job site with your installations. This will in turn make you more money
because of your efficiency. When starting a season, we budget a specified amount
for small tools under $500 in value. This is the maximum amount in our region that
we can 100% depreciate in the first year, classifying them simply as tools. If we are
budgeting for tools over $500, we write out each tool that we think we will need to
purchase and budget the cost for that tool in our budget. By budgeting for these tools
and pieces of equipment, we can accurately bill them out when estimating a project.
Ultimately the tools are purchased with budgeted money that is billed into every
project. It is never purchased out of pocket from your salary or from the profits of the
business. If you use profits to purchase tools and equipment, then that is not profit.
You would be running an unprofitable business. This is fine while you are growing,
but eventually you want your business to get to the point where it is profitable and
you are receiving a return on your investment.
That being said, tools are an incredibly important aspect of any segmental retaining
wall installation and you cannot complete a project without them. Here is a list of
tools that you need to have when starting your business. This is not an all
encompassing list. It is meant to be a starting point in your hardscaping business. It
will help you with your organization. It will also help you set goals in your business to
try and achieve. There will be tools on the list that you can go out and afford right
away. There will be tools and equipment on this list that you will likely prefer to rent
at first before committing to a purchase. Here are the tools that you should have to
start your business and the tools that you should be building towards purchasing in
your business.
Personal Protective Equipment
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●
●
●
●
●

Steel Toe Boots
Safety Glasses
Hearing Protection
Work Gloves
Dust Mask

Basic Hand Tools for Segmental Retaining Wall Installations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Tape Measures
Marking Pencils
String Line
String Level
Chalk Line
Spikes or Stakes
Rubber Mallet
Dead Blow Hammer
Hammer
Cold Chisel
Shovels - Pointed and Square
Pickaxe
Rake
Come Along Rake
Hand Tamper
Torpedo, 2', 4', 8' Levels
3/4" Steel Screed Bars
Push Broom
Hand Broom
Fuel Cans
Tin Snips
Folding Square

Larger Tools for Segmental Retaining Wall Installations
● Wheelbarrow
● Rotary Laser Level or Altimeter
Equipment for Segmental Retaining Wall Installations
●
●
●
●
●
●

Demo / Concrete Saw
Reversible Compactor - Mid and Large Size
Jumping Jack Compactor
Pressure Washer
Powered Wheelbarrow / Buggy
Vacuum Lifting Equipment
8

● Track Equipment
Working through this list of tools for a segmental retaining wall installation will help
you understand what is necessary when starting your business, but it will also help
you understand what can be rented until you can either afford it or until it makes
sense to purchase it because renting is actually costing you more money. This is
something you can work towards as your progress in business, but the basics in your
tool box needs to be covered and needs to be available to you.
Renting can be beneficial in the beginning as it allows you to test multiple models of
larger equipment and understand what works best for you in your business. For
example, you can rent mini excavators and mini skidsteers to see which is the most
suitable purchase in your business given the access that you have to the typical job
site in your area and the type of work that you are taking on. It can also help you to
analyze which pieces of equipment are more suitable to rent for the time being or to
own given how much you spend renting that piece of equipment in the year and how
much it would cost to own it.
Nothing hurts you more than having to run out to the hardware store while you're on
a project. The lost time and money that the trip to the hardware store costs you is
easy to calculate. It never hurts to have multiples of each of these tools whenever
possible so that if one breaks or it goes down, you have a backup so that you do not
have to run out to the hardware store to get another one of them.
The next thing to have for the smaller tools would be to have an organized system
where the tools can be returned to and in larger storage units that can easily be
moved from the truck to the job site and have everything you will need at the step of
the process in the project that you are on. This will save you additional time in the
installation process and it will really add up as you continue through a project. There
is no doubt that you will learn a lot of things along the way to help you with your
installations. It is a process that you will continue to fine tune and there will no doubt
be tools that you will be able to add to this list in the future as you grow and as you
add more skill sets to your hardscaping business.

Preparing Your Project
The first thing to prepare for your project is a site visit and having an understanding
of elevation. We need to understand what it is that our client wants to achieve and
propose a plan that will solve their problem. A retaining wall is used to retain soil and
to turn a sloping yard into a usable flat space.
Property lines need to be considered as structures like retaining walls may need to
maintain a certain distance from property lines or even other public structures and
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buffers. Additionally, utility locations should be considered as they should not fall in
the area of the retaining wall if at all possible.
Take this project for example.

In this example, the client needs a retaining wall to retain the front yard as the
elevation is much higher than the driveway. Additionally with the space at the bottom,
they wanted to add a tiered retaining wall for a flower bed.
When planning a project like this, we can use a rotary laser or a high precision
altimeter in order to make a grade plan. To do this, we need to set a benchmark or
zero point that everything will be measured from. We set that with this project at the
bottom of the steps.
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With this benchmark set, we can start to measure from that benchmark to mark
multiple points along our slope where the retaining wall will be. This will tell us how
much higher above our benchmark the current yard is. It is important to note that
these points do not provide us with the height of the retaining wall. As you can see,
the final point is -8” below our benchmark.

With these points established, we then need to compare them to their corresponding
points of the finished grade. In this case, that finished grade is the driveway. This will
provide us with how much higher that retaining wall will be above the finished grade
or in this case the driveway.

Now we can see that the yard is 18” (0” to 18”) higher than the benchmark, the
middle of the yard is 10” higher (-4” to +6”), and the bottom of the driveway is level
with the bottom of the yard (-8” and -8”). With these points established, we can then
calculate the materials required to begin to build that wall as we know the heights of
that wall and the length of that wall along this.
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When calculating the wall materials for this project, we can do this several ways. The
easiest way to do it would be to find the average height of the retaining wall (plus the
buried course of a minimum 6”). In this project, we could take the two opposite points
of 18” to 0”, adding them, and dividing by 2. This would give us 9” + 6” for the buried
course equals an average of 15”.
This calculation could be continued with adding the heights of points of equal
distance throughout that retaining wall and dividing by how many points you have.
For example, (Point A + Point B + Point C) / 3 Points = Average as long as the points
are of equal distance from one another. Remember that the point heights are not the
number from the benchmark, but the difference in grade when compared to the
adjacent graded area.
With our wall block being 15” high on average with the buried course included, we
can then multiply that by the length of the wall to get the face foot of the wall block
required. If our wall is 20’ long, we would want to convert the measurement in inches
to feet. We cannot multiply 15” by 20’ to get face feet. 15” equals 1.25’, so we
multiply 20’ by 1.25’ to get 25 face feet of wall that we need to purchase for this wall.
Caps are not always the same height as wall units and they will take up space of the
total face feet amount of the wall. This should additionally be calculated into this total
amount by calculating the face feet of the caps and deducting it from this total.
Calculating gravel for the base and backfill will be completed in later sections in this
course.
Not every wall is going to follow a slope. Some walls will retain a backyard and will
look more like this when you are plotting your elevations.

With a plot map like the one shown above, the level of the yard at the house follows
a uniform slope along the house and so too does the slope at the bottom of the yard
12

follow a uniform slope along the house. The problem with this yard is the change in
slope running away from the house being that it is 72” lower. In this case, the yard
looks like this on a profile shot.

With the addition of a retaining wall being filled in place, the level of the house can
match that of the retaining wall to create a usable space. Though in reality a slope
should be added considering the run of the house to the wall to allow for adequate
drainage.
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Base Preparation
String lines, rotary laser levels, and / or high precision altimeters will additionally help
in the excavation and ensure that you are digging to the right depth throughout your
trench.

Excavation
Prior to excavation, you will be required to obtain locates for your project. This will
help you know where the underground public utilities are on the property. You are
actually required to do this by law. Note that these are only for public utilities. Private
utilities will not be located by this service. You will want to discuss private utilities with
the homeowner prior to excavation and possibly include in your contract that you are
not responsible for any damage to private utilities that are not provided by the client.
Additionally in your contract, you may want to include an underground obstruction
clause where you may run into buried concrete or other obstructions which will add
to the cost of the project. Consult with a lawyer on both of these.
Base preparation may vary depending on your location. This workbook presents the
advisable practices for hardscape installations that experience freeze-thaw cycles
multiple times per year with weak clay soil. To accommodate that we prepare a
minimum of 6” to 8” base.
In order to calculate the depth of our excavation, we need to add the different parts
of our project. This includes: the depth of our base of 6” to 8”, the depth of our buried
course at a minimum of 6”, and any step ups that we have in our base. Step ups will
be covered in the installation section of this course.
It is important to note that all organic material needs to be removed in the excavation
process. If you are excavating the calculated depth of excavation and find that you
are still digging topsoil, you will need to dig further in order to remove all of the
topsoil prior to preparing the base. This is because organic material will decompose
and cause settling. In order to prevent unknown additional excavation, dig test holes
when establishing your string line and prior to quoting a project to know the depth of
the topsoil for that project.
When calculating the amount of material that will be excavated, you will need to
know the square foot amount of the excavated material within our trench for the wall
(length in feet x width in feet). The length being the length of the wall and the width
being the width of the trench which will be a minimum of 6” before the wall block, the
depth of the wall block, and a minimum of 12” behind the wall block. With the square
footage, you will multiply it by the depth of the excavated material in inches which is
the depth of the base material plus the depth of the buried course at a minimum of
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6”. Finally, you will multiply by 0.003. This calculation will provide you with the
amount of yards that will be excavated and need to be disposed of.
(Square Footage x Depth in Inches) x 0.003 = Yards
However, this does not take into factor the amount of soil that will be excavated for
the backfill area behind the wall. This may be a little bit more difficult when cutting
into a slope rather than filling in a slope. Filling refers to the need to only excavate a
trench for your retaining wall and then to fill in the remainder of the slope behind the
wall with backfill material. Cutting refers to needing to excavate or cut into a slope in
order to excavate the trench. In the case of cutting, you will be excavating more
material but likely not bringing in as much backfill material to meet the necessary
grade. In the case of filling, you are likely excavating less material but bringing in
more backfill material to meet the necessary grade.
If we are cutting into a slope, we can take the minimum amount behind the wall that
will be backfilled with clean aggregate (which is 1’) and / or the reinforced soil area
(specified by the geogrid manufacturer based on the length the geogrid will extend
into this area). That is our width of excavation in feet and we know the length of our
retaining wall. We can then calculate the height of our wall from the base material up
in inches to complete the formula.
The one thing we have not considered is how much of that needs to be deducted
because we are cutting into a slope so not all of that area is being excavated. This
should essentially be a percentage of the slope that you are cutting into. For
example, a 1:1 slope or 100% slope is a 45 degree slope. This means that
depending on where you are cutting into that slope, you are essentially deducting a
portion of that excavated calculation. In this example we are taking half or dividing by
2.
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This calculation depends a lot on where that trench is in comparison to the slope. If
the trench is further into the slope, we would have to calculate for further excavated
material. If it is further away from the slope, then we are filling rather than cutting
which means less excavation.
When you are excavating, it is beneficial to start at the bottom of the slope and work
your way up with the excavation if there are step ups in your excavation.
You will need to prepare a way in which you can dispose of this excavated material.
We opt to rent bins in our business for the disposal of the excavated material, but
you can use a dump trailer or have a dedicated truck to be able to dispose of this
material. When you are first starting out, renting bins is beneficial in this process.

Subgrade
Once our base has been excavated, we are then going to amend and compact the
subsoil. Whether we have a sandy or clay subsoil, we are going to add a fine layer of
¾” clear angular crushed stone / ASTM #57. On top of that, we will add a chemical
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amendment if required especially in soils that are holding moisture. This chemical
amendment will help to draw out that moisture to open the subgrade and dry it out.
If we have clay soils, we may need to amend that with lime or a Type S Mortar. If we
have sandy soils, we will opt for Portland Cement. This will be spread along with the
¾” clear angular crushed stone at approximately 50 pounds per 100 square feet and
compacted into the subsoil. This compaction of the subgrade material is incredibly
important. It cannot be overlooked, but you also do not want to compact the subsoil
too much to decrease the amount of water penetration that is possible.

Compaction Equipment and Methods
Nothing leads to more failures than improper compaction. Needless to say,
compaction is one of the most important, if not the most important, aspect of any
project. This begins and ends with having the right compaction equipment at your
disposal for a project, identifying your subsoils, knowing the right methods of
compaction to apply to a project, using the right aggregate for your project, and
achieving optimal compaction at each stage of your project.
Having the right foundation for any aspect of construction is important. If the
foundation fails, everything else fails. That is why upwards of 70% of the time and
labor is spent on the proper preparation of the base from excavation to final
compaction.

How to Compact Subsoil and Base Material
From the point to which you have completed the excavation to the undisturbed
subsoil, you are going to compact that soil. You can begin the preparation for the
compaction of the subsoil once you have identified the type of subsoil. A simple
visual and hand test will allow you to identify the clay to sand mixture or
cohesiveness of the subsoil and allow you to proceed with the amendment as
required.
Soil should also have the right amount of moisture content when being compacted. A
quick test to know how much moisture content is in your soil on site is to pick up a
handful, squeeze it into a ball, and drop it. If after squeezing it the ball crumbles in
your hand, the soil is too dry. If you drop it and it stays in one piece or leaves water
in your hand, it is too wet. If you drop it and it breaks into a few pieces then it is at a
good moisture content to be compacted. You may need to add water to get to this
stage or wait for the soil to dry.
Moisture will allow that subgrade to adhere and pack together well while also acting
as a lubricant for the top layer so that when you are vibrating across while
compacting with your equipment, the smaller particles will work their way around the
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larger particles with minimal friction and resistance. There are methods to test
moisture content like the standard proctor compaction test or the nuclear density
meter, though for preparing a hardscape you will be able to test the density of your
base using a penetrometer if necessary.
There are different compaction methods for different types of subsoil. Soils are
cohesive materials like clay that move through various degrees of cohesiveness until
you get into sand and gravel that are not cohesive. Clay soils will be difficult to
identify the granules within it, whereas gravel is easy to identify the different granules
within it. These are two different ends of the spectrum of soils.
● Compacting Clay Soil
Clay soils are smooth when rubbed between fingers and will not mix well with water.
They can be rolled in between your hands to make long strands. They are cohesive
soils, dense and tightly bound particles. The best compaction method for clay
requires impact force or kneading rather than vibration.
When compacting clay soils, you would want to use a rammer / jumping jack
compactor or a vibrating Sheepsfoot as they provide excellent compaction for clay
soil. A rammer is good for small and tight access areas, especially for small trenches
for walls. Whereas a vibrating Sheepsfoot is best for larger areas. Both of these
actions provide an impact or kneading method of compaction. Other good options for
compacting clay soils would be a static Sheepsfoot or grid roller. Think of this
compaction as a kneading action using downward pressure on these cohesive
materials to achieve the highest level of compaction possible.
● Compacting Sandy Soil
Where clay soils are smooth, sandy soils are more coarse and the grains within them
can be seen. They are gritty when rubbed between your hands and mix well with
water. It will crumble easily when dry and has very little cohesive strength, meaning it
does not stay together. In this case, we would move away from an impact method of
compaction towards a vibratory soil compactor.
The same soil compaction equipment used to compact clay soils will not necessarily
provide optimal results when compacting sandy soils. Sand is best vibrated using a
plate compactor, vibrating roller, or vibrating Sheepsfoot. This vibrating action will
move the particles in place to achieve the best compaction results.
● Compaction of Aggregates
As we move from clay soil which is cohesive as the particles stick together easily to
more granular soils like sandy soils which are not cohesive, we arrive at gravel which
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is used for the preparation of a base. Whether you are compacting sand, compacting
crushed rock, or compacting gravel of any sort, we need to recognize the best piece
of equipment to achieve optimal compaction for your project.
Much like sandy soils, gravels are not cohesive and therefore need to be vibrated
into place. This means the best pieces of equipment are vibratory plate compactors
or rollers. The larger the piece of equipment is, the more productive you can be.
But the size of the machine is not just about how high your lifts can be when you are
preparing a base, but also the size of aggregates you are compacting. The larger the
particles you are compacting, the larger the machine you will need to obtain a lower
frequency as larger particles require lower frequencies.
Compaction itself is basically the action of applying a downward force for
consolidation, taking larger and smaller materials and letting them fall and work their
way into place. There is a risk of over compaction as you could, especially with
larger gravel, break the granules down into smaller pieces and destroy the
composition of that gravel. In addition to that, there is also greater risk of displacing
material that has already settled into its place with over compaction. Not to mention
the wasted time and labor in over compaction.

Compaction Equipment and Techniques
Compaction is mechanically increasing the density of a soil or base material and
force is the dead weight of the machine being used to apply a downward force
compressing the particles below it. When it comes to your plate compactor
compaction depth, the rule of thumb is that you need 1,000 pounds of capacity force
for every one inch of lift. Lift referrs to the height or depth you are filling the material.
Therefore, if you have a base depth of 8”, you would need a machine that has at
least 8,000 pounds of force to properly consolidate that material in one lift.
Otherwise, you will need to compact in separate lifts according to the capability of
your compactor.
After understanding the amount of force your machine has and how many lifts you
are going to need to complete for your project to achieve optimal compaction levels,
you will then begin to prepare the lift by screeding the material into a smooth surface
so that you are not riding up and down slopes with your mechanical plate compactor.
This can be completed by referencing your string lines already established, using a
rotary laser level, or an altimeter to ensure a consistent level of material throughout
the project.
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What Size Compactor Do I Need
Choosing the right equipment for the job depends on what power of force is needed
for your projects, other variables to consider to provide you with the most force would
be the engine power, weight, and footprint of the machine.
If you have a small machine, in reference to the baseplate of the machine, you are
going to have to move around the compaction area many more times than you would
if you had a larger baseplate. This is where a larger machine will save you in time.
The weight and engine power will allow for more force from that machine increasing
the height of your lifts and also increasing your efficiency. However, small machines
are still handy when moving in tight areas and definitely still have their uses.
However, you need to decide which size best suits your business or project. Do you
have the space or carrying capacity for a large machine? Is a smaller machine a
better investment with understanding that the tradeoff is inefficiency? Would you be
better off renting a larger piece of equipment when needed? These are all questions
that need to be considered when choosing the right size and type of compactor.

Compaction Equipment
Besides what has been mentioned above, there are other factors you should be
considering when purchasing or even renting compaction equipment. For one,
mobility is a plus and if it has a built-in wheel kit then it is much easier to get off a
truck or trailer and across the job site when needed.
Having a throttle control available to you at the handle is another plus as it reduces
the amount of times you have to bend down while that machine is still moving to
reduce the throttle when necessary. If you have a larger piece of equipment then
having a properly balanced hoist is important to be able to strap or belt it to move it
around.
A reputable engine is always something that should be high on your list as this is the
most important part of the longevity of your investment. Having a kill switch near the
handle is also an excellent safety feature.
In terms of the plate, cast iron is better than steel plates. This is because when it
comes to compaction, cast iron will deliver and transmit the vibration and the weight
created by that plate downward for deeper consolidation. It is much more efficient
and effective than a steel plate. Steel will actually absorb vibration and work
contradictive to what you deliver.
Here are the various types you should be considering for your business:
● Forward Plate Compactor
20

These compactors move in one direction, forward. When you get to the end of a run,
you have to either turn around on its axis or rotate and pivot the handle around to
turn it. This makes tight access areas difficult to maneuver with forward plate
compactors. However, they are popular because they are lightweight and fairly
inexpensive.
These are good for granular soils and asphalt compaction. In asphalt compaction,
they are equipped with a water tank and sprinkler system so that the plate does not
stick to the asphalt.

● Reversible Plate Compactor
Reversible plate compactors are a bit heavier than forward plate compactors and
provide the option to go forward and reverse. This makes it much easier to control
and work around obstacles, simply reverse at the end of a run, getting into corners or
tight situations, and are great for large scale areas due to their size.
Because of their size and weight, they are ideal for cohesive and semi-cohesive soils
from clay soils to sandy-clay soils. The ability to be able to stop on the spot to
compact a specific area and to feather the machine forward and reverse is a great
feature for these machines to be precise in your compaction. The downside would be
their weight and size if you are unable to accommodate this.
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● Compaction Rammer
A rammer compactor delivers high impact force which is great for those cohesive
and semi-cohesive soils from clay to sandy soils that require that high impact. These
pieces of equipment are powered by an engine powering a piston set with two sets
of springs on a plate that is angled forward so that as the machine jumps it travels
forwards. These compactors cover impact, vibration, and kneading types of
compaction.

● Sheepsfoot Roller Compactor
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Sheepsfoot roller compactors are vibratory or static rollers that are excellent for
cohesive soils like clay. They have protruding lugs from the roller that allow for the
kneading of subsoil to compact the bottom layers while churning over the top layer.
● Hand Compaction Tools
The only time a hand compaction tool would be used would be in those really tight
access spaces or when limited compaction is required as they do not provide the
same force that an engine-powered machine would provide. The actions provided by
them are similar to rammers with the impact created.

Woven vs Non Woven Geotextile Landscaping Fabric
Geotextiles provide separation, reinforcement, filtration, and/or drainage. This is
specifically important where subgrade materials remain saturated for a portion of the
year or there are multiple freeze-thaw cycles in the winter.
The separation of the subgrade material from the base material is important to
prevent migration of the soil subgrade into the base material. Think about when you
step your boot into some mud. Your boot is the load pushing down on the mud
causing it to shift horizontally and upwards. The reinforcement or stabilization of your
base material when using geotextile helps to spread the load out over a greater area
because of the geotextile being in tension and providing tensile strength to your base
material. The filtration that geotextiles provide allow it to filter out fines. Drainage
allows the water to freely flow through the geotextile.

Woven Geotextile Landscape Fabric
Woven geotextile fabric is made of polypropylene filaments connected to a network
that provide more stabilization strength than the non-woven geotextile. This
geotextile is going to provide separation, filtration, and reinforcement strength when
installed.
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Woven geotextile fabric can be used at the bottom of the retaining wall separating
the base from the subgrade below it and wrapping back towards the wall further
separating the base from the backfill. It should not be used in any other part of the
retaining wall system. You can opt for this application in weaker soils like heavy clay
if you require that reinforcement property.

Non-Woven Geotextile Landscape Fabric
Non woven geotextile fabric is made of polypropylene fibers that are randomly
connected through a network. These fibers are small components of the network
creating a felt-like feel to it. This geotextile is going to provide separation, filtration,
and drainage when installed. With many varieties of non woven geotextiles to
choose from, the strength of the fabric is typically 4oz weight with 110 lbs grab
tensile strength and above that are suited for a hardscape installation under interlock
and retaining wall projects, in addition to other landscape drainage projects.
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The main difference between woven geotextile vs non-woven geotextile is the
drainage and reinforcement property. Non-woven geotextile is a water permeable
landscape fabric. With drainage being the aspect in which non-woven geotextile
fabrics excel when compared to woven geotextile, this becomes a primary focus for
areas of projects that require that drainage ability. This means that non-woven
geotextiles are perfect for retaining wall applications and can be used to wrap under
the base material and up the back of the backfilled area and back on top of the
backfill in the retaining wall application. When opting for this fabric for the backside of
the retaining wall, you will want to opt for a needle-punched non-woven fabric as
opposed to a heat-bonded non-woven fabric as it will provide better drainage and
filtration lowering the risk of the fabric clogging.
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However, there is another recommended method of installing this fabric. In heavier
silt content soils it may be beneficial to not install non-woven geotextile up the
vertical side of the trench separating the backfill from the soils. The argument for this
is that the soil will block the openings of the non-woven geotextile which will clog
them and without this ability to drain freely will begin to push towards the wall with
hydrostatic pressure. In this case there would still need to be a piece of non-woven
geotextile installed on top of the backfill material to prevent vertical contamination
downward from the topsoil placed on top. The opposing argument to this would be
that separation is required to prevent contimation between the soil and backfill
material.
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When installing, start at the lowest point in the wall placing your cut pieces at the
right measurement with a 12” overlap from piece to piece increasing to 24” in weaker
subgrades. The measurement you should be cutting your geotextile to is 6” + Depth
of Base + 6” + Depth of Block + 12” + Height of Trench + Return to Wall as shown in
the image below. The pieces need to be in tension as you prepare your base
removing any wrinkles.
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Base Types and Materials Used
You have the option of a few different base preparation methods to choose from for a
retaining wall base. This is similar to the preparation of an interlocking concrete
pavement base, but we will prepare our retaining wall base to a depth of 6” to 8”.
Typically for a retaining wall you will opt for a Traditional Base or an Open Graded
Base. The difference between the two, besides the aggregates used, is the
placement of the drainage pipe. We will discuss this placement in a later section.
To calculate the amount of base material required, use this formula previously used
for calculating the amount of excavated material being removed.
(Square Footage x Depth in Inches) x 0.003 = Yards

Traditional Base
Best Applications:
● Long walls that require an outlet at the face of the wall for the water to daylight
through the wall due to the placement of the drainage pipe being placed
above the base material.
A traditional base consists of a 3/4" angular crushed stone down to fines, also called
Granular A or 3/4 minus. This is installed and compacted while adding water if
necessary to help in the compaction of the material.
Granular A, A Gravel, or 3/4 inch minus is a mixture of sand and crushed gravel or
rock. With mechanical compaction and reaching 98% standard Proctor Density, this
material provides adequate stability and load support for retaining wall bases.
Through this compaction and with the loads that the base will bear, the coarse
aggregate should not degrade. The larger granules should pass a hardness test in
order to ensure this. In the field, the easiest way to see this would be to use a swiss
army knife and put one of the granules under pressure to see if it breaks apart. Too
many fines in this mixture and rounded larger granules will lead to instability.
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You can install the retaining wall blocks immediately on top of this material after it
has been compacted while using a dead blow hammer or rubber mallet to level the
blocks front to back and side to side. However, this can be time consuming. Instead,
you can use concrete sand / ASTM C33, High Performance Bedding (HPB) / ¼” / ⅜”
angular crushed clean stone / ASTM #8 / #9, or even a layer of poured concrete as a
bedding layer at no more than 1" in depth for the retaining wall blocks to be laid on
top. This will allow you to lay the blocks much faster, but still checking for level and
using a dead blow hammer or rubber mallet to achieve perfection on this initial row of
blocks.
If you are using concrete sand, you will need to compact the sand prior to laying the
blocks on it. This makes it a little bit more difficult to then immediately lay the blocks
on top of the concrete sand as there may be slight imperfections after running a
compactor over the surface. This is why we opt for HPB as a screed layer instead as
it reaches compaction levels of up to 90% without mechanical compaction.
Concrete sand or ASTM C33 sand is a small coarse granular from the natural
disintegration or crushing of rock. It is a fine sand that is more coarse than masonry
sand. The reason why a coarser material is used for the bedding layer of retaining
walls is for the drainage characteristics that come with a larger granule. Finer
material becomes suspended in water creating a slurry that will lubricate the bedding
layer and also congregate to clog drainage areas. This larger granule allows that
water to drain at a higher rate. Additionally, granules that do not pass the hardness
test will degrade over time as the bedding layer is the most susceptible to
degradation due to the proximity of traffic to it. An easy hardness test that you can do
in the field is to use a swiss army knife to put pressure on a granule. It should not
break under this pressure. Additionally, the gradation of the granules is important.
ICPI concludes that granules that are predominantly subangular (partial angularity)
or subrounded (partial roundedness) perform best. Concrete sand as a bedding layer
will compact approximately ¼” when screeded at a uniform 1” depth.
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High Performance Bedding or HPB is an angular crushed aggregate 1mm to 8mm in
size with a maximum nominal size of 6.7mm or ¼". It is a washed aggregate with
little or no dust fractions making it a clear stone allowing water to flow through it with
minimal resistance. In its loose state, it does reach up to 90% compaction with the
remainder compaction percentage being achieved with mechanical compaction. High
Performance Bedding is a registered Trademarked name by Dufferin Aggregates, a
division of CRH Canada Group Inc, filed in 1998 and approved in 1999.
HPB is specifically used as a bedding layer. Though I have seen contractors rely on
it for other uses, including for the entire base and bedding material for a project, it is
specifically to be used as a bedding layer because it does not have the bearing
ability of other aggregates that would be used for the base material.
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Open Graded Base
Best Applications:
● Shorter walls that do not require an outlet at the face of the wall.
● Raised patios.
● Any wall that the drainage pipe can reach a lower area from the retaining wall.
An open graded base is installed the same way as a traditional base, but with a
different base material. This consists of a 3/4" angular crushed clear stone also
referred to as ASTM #57. This is accompanied by a separation fabric, either a woven
or non woven geotextile, to separate the base material from the subgrade (also
recommended in a traditional base). In addition to this fabric is a drainage system
using perforated pipe to exfiltrate the water out of the system. High Performance
Bedding (HPB) / 1/4" / 3/8" angular crushed clean chip or a layer of poured concrete
can be used as the bedding layer for an open graded base at approximately 1".
Concrete sand cannot be used in this application as a bedding layer as it will migrate
into the base material.
3/4 inch crushed stone is a useful aggregate in several applications of hardscaping
and has become increasingly relied upon in permeable and open graded base
installations where the water that enters the system is meant to freely drain through
the base material and penetrate into the subsoil or be collected into a drainage
system and exfiltrated out of the system.
It is defined as a self-compacting (though still does require mechanical compaction)
aggregate that has a blend of size 5, 6, and 7 stone. It is not technically compacted,
but actually properly oriented with mechanical compaction. It is a clear stone that
allows the movement of air and water through it with minimal resistance, which helps
in the proper drainage of systems as well as the ability to resist freeze-thaw cycles.
With the installation of this material on top of a subgrade, it is important that a woven
or non-woven geotextile is used to prevent the migration of material into the
subgrade.
If your 3/4 inch crushed stone has fines in it, it is not a washed / clear / clean stone
product. Additionally, if it has numerous round stones that have not been angular
fractured, you will not achieve the proper compaction rate that is seen with an ASTM
#57 stone. You want to ensure the quality of the aggregate that you are installing so
that you can stand behind the final product.
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With the increasing demand for permeable solutions, an open-graded base provides
just that for contractors and homeowners alike. It is extremely versatile and provides
so many benefits for your business. It will save you time and money, and as a
hardscaper that is all we ever want. It will also save you from callbacks to your
clients house.
Here is why you should be installing open-graded bases:
● Permeability
Allowing any water that penetrates through your stone and polymeric sand to
permeate through your base is the best way in ensuring the freeze and thaw cycle of
your climate will not affect your project. With such a harsh winter in a lot of North
America, we need to do everything we can to make sure that our patios and
walkways will be able to withstand the winters.
The open-graded base is designed to do just that as water permeates right through
the base instead of the traditional base where the fines hold on to the water for
longer periods of time. In the winter, this water expands with the freezing causing the
heaving of a hardscape project. With no water being held by the open-graded
aggregates, your project will experience little to no heaving in the winter months.
● Ease of Installation
With such a high compaction rate of the two open-graded aggregates, it makes for a
much easier installation of the base and leveling layer. You can lay more in your lifts
before compaction, which in a patio or walkway will save you one or two lifts
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depending on how deep you install your base. In addition, with no fines present in
these materials there is no mess if it rains and less to clean up. They are much
easier to work with from an installation perspective which makes them the perfect
material for any hardscaper.
● Workable in Any Weather Condition
If it rains and you are installing a traditional base, you may be out of luck. Your fines
will wash out or your project will become a mess quickly. With the open-graded
aggregates, you can work in any weather condition. That is right, you can work in the
rain without a fear of your bedding layer washing away or becoming a mess. This
means more time for your crew throughout the year and more money in your pocket.
How many days do you think you waste due to rain? Especially in the Spring and
Fall seasons, there are many rain days that delay or suspend projects. Using an
open-graded base system, you can now have your crews working through those
days when necessary.
● Increased Sales
We already talked about the efficiency factors of installing an open-graded base, as
well as allowing you to use your crews through rain days which will in turn make you
more money, but it will also increase sales in your business. Everything we
discussed above are selling points for your customer.
When you meet with your customer, inform them of this base installation method and
let them know the benefits of this. It will quickly become apparent to them that you
are the contractor that they will want to hire. Most other contractors are likely to not
have switched to this method yet. Or perhaps some of them have, but they did not
communicate this base installation method to their customer properly.
This is where communicating the advantages of the open-graded base for their
installation will help you sell more projects. It has helped us dramatically improve
sales and most of our customers were never explained this method by any other
contractor that they met with. By communicating this to them and making sure that
they understand that this is the best base installation for them, they will be able to
use that information when discussing their project with any other contractors.
● Fewer Callbacks
With all of these advantages over a traditional base, it all leads to having fewer
callbacks. This means less headaches, wasted time, and angry customers. This
means more time to invest into current and future projects, happier customers, and
better reviews for your business which leads to even more business coming in.
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A lot of contractors have asked us about migration of the ASTM #8 stone into the
voids of the ASTM #57 stone. This does not occur, as the voids are not as large as
3/8" or 1/4" chips that are being laid on top of it. Any void filling on the surface of
your ASTM #57 stone base is completed in the screeding process of the ASTM #8
stone.

Synthetic Base
Best Applications:
● Walls that are 18” or less in height and built along a patio.
A synthetic base requires less than half of the excavation required in a traditional
and open graded base. The benefit of this is obvious. Labor and disposal savings
offset the cost of the paver base panels, and then some. This added savings along
with being able to move onto the next job faster to fit more projects into your
schedule in a season is the major benefit to this base preparation method.
Synthetic base is the name that has been adapted for the paver base panels that are
used to replace the base material that is used in a patio and walkway. These paver
base panels are typically five or six square foot panels made of high-density
polypropylene. It is important before we continue to discuss more about
polypropylene and its characteristics:
●
●
●
●

Has a high melting point and is used for many microwave containers.
It will not break down easily from water, acids, or bases.
It is durable and resistant to cracking.
It is extremely versatile and has uses in many industries including the
construction industry.

They are made with channels and drainage holes in them to allow for the proper flow
of water without building up underneath your interlock. On the edges is a
tongue-and-groove system that allows each unit to interlock with one another to build
a patio that works as one complete unit.
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These paver base panels have many amazing features that are crucial to the
structural integrity of your patio and walkway:
Load Transfer
These panels act as one single unit when they are laid. With the interlock on top of
them, the load that is introduced to the patio or walkway is transferred to a wide
area. This results in little pressure being transferred to the ground. It is engineered to
support a dynamic load of up to 8 pounds per square inch. That is 1,152 pounds per
square foot of patio or walkway that these panels are able to withstand.
Freeze-Thaw Protection
These polypropylene paver base panels act as a thermal blanket and are excellent
insulators of the ground below which reduces the effects of the freeze-thaw cycle on
the ground below the patio and walkway. This provides better protection than a
typical 6" to 8" compacted base.
Drainage
With their designed drainage channels and holes, water is able to flow through the
panels without being trapped on top of the paver base panels and underneath the
interlock.
This is only applicable to projects that can be built on the existing grade, will only
hold pedestrian traffic, and support retaining wall products no greater than 18” in
height. For retaining wall construction of 18” or less, this is best when paired with an
interlocking concrete pavement project and not exclusively for a retaining wall
project. Therefore, the base preparation for this would be the same as that of a
synthetic base paver project which is as follows:
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The planning and preparation of your walkway or patio is the same as any other
process using a traditional base. The only thing that you will need to take note of is
the total depth of your excavation. This is the height of your pavers plus the
thickness of the base panels (typically ¾”) plus 1” of bedding layer plus the thickness
of the nonwoven geotextile.
Once you know the depth of your excavation, you will need to dig out the topsoil.
This should bring you down to native soil, whether that is clay or sand where you
are. If it does not, you will have to dig down further in order to get to the native soil.
You should never prepare your base on top of topsoil. There is too much organic
matter that will negatively affect your base. Make sure that your excavation runs a
minimum of 6" beyond where the edge of your project will lay. One easy way to
complete this minor excavation is by using a sod cutter. Doing a couple passes will
provide you with the depth that you are looking for as well as provide you with a fairly
flat surface to then continue to the next step.

The installation of synthetic base requires the use of a nonwoven geotextile fabric.
This is a fabric that looks and feels like felt and is thick enough to hold the weight of
base material that will be on top of it. You will lay this fabric out throughout the
project and up the sides. You will want to make sure that the fabric is overlapped by
two or three feet and that it allows for water to flow away from any structure without
going under the next piece of fabric. This means that the piece closest to the
structure will be the top most piece and the piece furthest from the structure will be
the bottom most piece. So we lay the piece furthest from the foundation first and
make our way towards the structure.
Once we have the fabric in, we can lay the bedding layer. For this we recommend
ASTM #8 stone (3/8" or sometimes 1/4" Crushed Stone), however you can use
ASTM c33 (Concrete Sand or Washed Sand). If you are using sand, you will need to
compact this screeded layer before you continue to the next step. This is why we
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recommend ASTM #8 stone as it is self-compacting and you will not need to
compact until after the polymeric sand is installed.

With the bedding layer complete, you will then install the paver base panels. To do
this, you will follow the tongue-and-groove system that is laid out by the
manufacturer. Gator Base installation states that their gator logo should follow the
same direction throughout the project. One gator logo is vertical while the other is
horizontal. The logo should be in the same orientation throughout the entirety of the
project. This ensures that the tongue-and-groove system will always line up.

Start with a full piece at a corner along the foundation of the structure that you are
laying against and lay across in a row. Once you have completed the row, return to
the first piece you laid and start a new row by cutting a piece in half and laying that
first. This staggers your paver base panel joints and ensures that you have a solid
foundation for your pavers. Continue this pattern throughout and cut in any pieces
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that are required on the ends. Make sure that your panels extend 6" beyond where
you will be laying the pavers.

When installing these panels with a wall structure immediately after the pavers, you
will require an extension of 12” beyond the back of the wall structure.

Now that you have your paver base panels laid down, you are ready to start laying
your pavers. Remember, at any time you can walk lightly on these panels which
makes it easier to stage your pavers for whoever is laying. You can also slide pavers
on the base panels to lay them in place.
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Using paver base panels help you if you have a significant amount of work booked
and are looking to save time on your installs to fit more projects into your schedule, if
you are just starting out, you have minimal access to a project and are not able to
get a piece of equipment to the excavation area, or if you are having difficult finding
labor.

Constructing the Wall
With your chosen base preparation method, you can install the aggregate to the
depth of a minimum of 6” to 8”. This should be a minimum of 6” below the final grade
to leave room for the embedded portion of the wall. This embedment depth will
increase depending on the slope at the toe of the wall (the steeper the slope, the
more embedment depth is required), if there is erosion present, ground water
present, the foundation soils are weak or soft clays or silts, and / or if there are high
surcharges present behind the wall. This portion of the wall will prevent the wall from
sliding or overturning at the toe of the wall. The higher the wall or the more steep the
slope is at the toe of the wall for the final grade, the more embedment will be
required with the retaining wall. This is when engineering is important prior to
building the retaining wall.
If there are step ups in our retaining wall because of a grade change, it is easier to
prepare the base and start the initial course of the wall from the bottom of the slope
and work your way by stepping up. This initial course can be completed on the
existing compacted aggregate or by screeding using preferably a ¼” angular crushed
clean stone. If you choose to screed, you should calculate for an additional
maximum of 1” for the screed layer in your excavation. Our base should be uniform
to +/-⅜” over a 10’ area using a straight edge to ensure this. Low spots can be filled
in with base material and compacted while high spots can be shoveled using a flat
edge shovel to remove excess material. Once we check that our base is uniform, we
know we are ready to start screeding or begin to level our wall blocks if we are doing
so on the existing base. Screeding will allow you to lay your initial course much more
efficiently than levelling each wall unit one at a time.

Screeding Level Wall Units
Setting a string line can be beneficial to measuring down from to set our screed
pipes in order to screed at the proper height. Alternatively, a rotary laser or high
precision altimeter can be used to accomplish this. The top of the screed bars should
be a minimum of 6” below the final grade in front of the wall to allow for the space for
the buried initial course.
When screeding, we use a ¾” inch (outside diameter 1”) oil and gas fittings pipe.
These typically come in 10 foot lengths at any hardware store and we have them cut
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to various sizes. The longer the better, but you will also need some shorter ones for
projects like retaining walls or other applications.

If you have a specific final height of the wall, you can set that as your benchmark or
0 point with your rotary laser or high precision altimeter. Measure down from that
benchmark to the top of your screed pipe to set that at the right height from one end
to the other. Alternatively you can set the benchmark as your final grade and
measure down the depth of your buried course down to the top of the screed bar to
set that initial screed pipe from one end to the other. After that initial screed pipe is
set, you can set the one beside it by doing the same thing or setting a level across
them and levelling that second screed pipe without moving the initial screed pipe as
it is already set to the right height. Setting your screed pipes parallel with the trench
is more efficient on straight runs.
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On curved runs, it is necessary to turn your screed pipes perpendicular to the trench.

Following this, you can then fill the void space between the screed bars with your
aggregate while spreading it around with a rake and dragging it back with your
straight edge along the screed bars to smooth the surface of this area. Once
completed, you can continue this same process through the trench of your base by
moving the screed bars or using additional screed bars. Setting the screed bars after
the initial ones is much easier as essentially the entire trench should be level unless
there are step ups. If there are step ups, screed the lowest step, set your initial
course, and then move on to the next step. More on step ups later.
Screeding will speed up the process of installing the retaining wall blocks as it is
more time consuming to level each block on the compacted base material.
Screeding allows you to lay the block one by one while still checking that each unit is
level in its placement and tapping it with a rubber mallet to achieve that level before
moving onto the next unit.

Installing the Initial Course
The initial course of the retaining wall is the most crucial. Getting this perfectly level
is important to the subsequent layers in the retaining wall construction. This means
leveling each block front-to-back and side-to-side while double checking each, as
well as ensuring each block in the courses is at the same elevation as one another.
This ensures a smooth surface from one block to another.
This is why screeding can be extremely helpful in this process. This will allow you to
lay blocks much faster while slightly tapping them into the bedding layer and
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ensuring each one is level front-to-back, side-to-side, and unit-to-unit. The alternative
is preparing your initial course directly on your compacted base material which is an
acceptable option, but more time consuming as this course is likely not perfectly
level throughout like a screeded bedding layer would be. In this case, leveling each
unit front-to-back, side-to-side, and unit-to-unit requires much more work and
patience including having a pail full of your base material handy to place a handful or
two under a unit and hitting it with a mallet to get it level.
It is much easier to start at the bottom of the slope whenever possible when building
your wall. This is important especially for step ups in your wall which will be covered
later.
Getting your wall square, parallel, or perpendicular to a foundation or other structure
requires you to set up a square to the foundation which is where a collapsible square
can come in handy. The larger the square, the more accurate you can lay off of it or
to set up a string line off of the square.

Alternatively, you can tie a string line square by driving four stakes into the ground
that are of equal distance from one stake to the next essentially making a square
shape with them. The next step is to measure the diagonal distances from one point
to the other. If these two diagonal distances are equal, you then have a true square.
You may need to adjust your stakes slightly in order to achieve that, but there will be
one stake that you will not want to move which is where you will begin laying from.
The other three can be adjusted as needed until those two diagonal measurements
are equal.
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You can also create a square with the 3-4-5 triangle method. This is where any
triangle with the ratio 3:4:5 will create a right angle triangle. This requires three
stakes with the first stake not moving and representing where you want square or a
90 degree. You can then measure three feet out parallel to the foundation or
structure and four feet out perpendicular from the initial stake. The final string line is
the angled line to complete the triangle which should measure five feet. Those two
stakes can be rearranged slightly to ensure the measurements match the 3-4-5
triangle. This can relate to any triangle with the ratio 3:4:5 including 6-8-10 and so
on. When tying your strings, you will want the string line to land on the inside of the
stake rather than the outside otherwise the stake will be in the way of laying the
initial wall block.
You can also measure off of a foundation or other benchmark that you want your wall
to be parallel to by measuring perpendicular from opposite ends at equal distances
and setting your string line from that. Alternatively, you can snap chalk lines into the
bedding layer to follow off of.
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These string lines will allow you to begin laying your wall units on the bedding layer
or on the base and to lay a straight wall. These string lines should be set to the face
or back of the wall that is smooth (not rock faced) to ensure the accuracy of laying
them to the line. For the first course, the string line should be set to the height of that
course so that when you are laying it, the top of the wall block meets the height of
the string line. To ensure that your string line is level, attach a string line level to the
middle of the string line and adjust the pins as necessary to get the string line level.

In order to get your string line at the right height, you need to know the final height of
your wall and the height of each couse of your wall along with the height of the cap.
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For example if our total wall is 27” with the buried course included, the wall units are
4” in height, and the cap is 3” in height, we know that there will be 6 courses of the
wall measuring to 24” (4” x 6 courses = 24”) plus the 3” cap equals that total 27”. To
get the string line to represent the top of that initial course, we would subtract that
initial course from that total height to know that our string line should be 23” from the
top of the wall.

Knowing the top of the wall is required in the planning process already discussed,
but a rotary laser level or high precision altimeter can help you in setting a
benchmark or 0 point at the top of the wall and measuring down to the top of the
initial course to set the string line much more efficiently and accurately. Alternatively
if you know your height of the wall when starting at a foundation or other structure,
you can measure down from that point to set your string line.

Step Ups
At times, you may need to step up the initial course of the wall. This is because the
foundation of the wall is following a slope. If we were to prepare our initial course of
the wall following this slope, we would quickly run out of base material underneath
our retaining wall.
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By stepping up our excavated area, we are then able to step up our stones while
keeping a 6 to 8 inch base below each stone that is laid. There should be a minimum
of 6” from the step up to the course that is the previous step up to allow for a solid
foundation.

Starting your excavation, the base preparation, and laying your initial course works
best when starting from the bottom of the slope because it is easier to prepare the
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base moving up each step rather than having to cut into the compacted base to step
down. Additionally, our step ups are always the height of a single retaining wall unit.

When coming to a step up, place aggregate to the level of the final wall unit at the
height of the wall unit or 1” lower to allow for the bedding layer to be screeded,
compact it, and then prepare the bedding layer and / or begin to lay the next course.
This course should start at the midway point of the previously laid wall unit.
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The number of step ups needs to be planned ahead of time during the excavation
phase by measuring the slope of the area. This can be done by following the slope of
the final grade past the wall. Taking our initial example during the planning process
we see that the area past the wall is level from end to end being -72” below our
benchmark.

However, in this example we are showing a difference between the two elevations.
We have a 12” slope from one point to the other (72” - 60” = 12”). In this case, we will
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have steps in our excavation, base preparation, and initial course. This will actually
save us in wall units that we would need to order as well. This step up can also be
shown on the final wall product to follow the slope of the grade.

With our base being 6” to 8” in depth and our slope being 12” over this area, we can
divide the slope by our embedment depth to provide us with the approximate number
of steps that will be required. Alternatively, you can plot it out on a graph paper like
this.
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With each square on this graph paper representing 2 inches, we can see that we are
following our steps to ensure that we always have at least 6” of base under each wall
unit, 6” after the final wall unit in a row, and a minimum of 6” buried in our initial
course.

Returns
Returns are when the wall is turned at an angle in the construction process. This
may be especially important when constructing a wall that is one straight line across
a backyard for example. The return will add strength to the wall while not necessarily
showing in the final completion of the project.
Corner units should be alternated to ensure the stability of that corner. Corners
typically require a corner unit that is separate from a typical wall unit in the building of
the wall. These corner units will have a manufactured finished face on one of the
sides of the wall as well as the face. There are typically left and right corners for this
that are alternated up a corner to lock the wall in at that corner. If the wall unit is a
rockfaced unit, then you may need to chisel the unit to reveal the rock face on the
side you require it at.
Backfill for returns will be covered in a later section.
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Building the Wall Up
Once the initial course is installed, the next course can begin to be laid. It is
important to know that you need to have the block at least ⅓ staggered to improve
the shear strength that segmental retaining walls have. That means if you started the
initial course with a full block, you will need to cut the first block on the second
course unless the blocks come in varying lengths then you can choose a smaller or
longer wall unit to place to achieve that ⅓ stagger.
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Before laying the next unit, sweep off the units that you will be placing it on top of to
ensure that you are achieving block-to-block placement. No adhesive is necessary
until the caps are installed. However, there should be a mechanical clip that you will
install in order to achieve this lockup from one course to another or the wall unit will
have a locking mechanism designed into the mold itself. When a block is placed with
a mechanical clip, slide it forward to engage that locking mechanism. Continuously
check the level and alignment of wall blocks to ensure a quality installation.
In some cases, you may need to setback the walls in order to create a batter on the
wall. This will allow you to build a wall slightly higher when compared to having no
batter on the wall as it helps to resist the surcharge that is placed on it. You should
be able to refer to the manufacturer’s instructions about the specifications of the
product that you are installing including the height you can install it to without a
batter, with a batter, and with geogrid installed with placement for that geogrid.
As you place the next course, continue to check whether or not your units are being
placed level. When manufacturing hardscape products, manufacturers have
tolerances for the product that they produce. That means that not every wall unit will
be built to the precisely same dimensions. With dry cast wall units, we see rare
problems when it comes to these tolerances. However, wet cast wall units typically
differ in heights up to ¼” in some cases. When dealing with these tolerances, you
may need to add small shims to be able to achieve the proper height from one unit to
another or you can use an angle grinder with a cup on it to grind units to the right
height. When working with wet cast products and discovering there are tolerance
issues in height from unit-to-unit, you can begin to pile units based on their similar
heights. Ideally you are installing products from a manufacturer that is known for
consistency in their products.
In addition to the clips being added to support the shear strength of the wall, some
units have cores. These cores need to be filled with a compacted aggregate,
preferably an ASTM #57 stone, in order to further support this shear strength of the
wall and improve the mass of the retaining wall to retain the surcharge.

Drainage
Drainage is an incredibly important aspect to any retaining wall. The force that water
can apply to structures can cause significant and costly problems, and retaining
walls are no different. Retaining walls hold back significant loads that can change.
The wall needs to be constructed to be able to withstand those changing loads or
dynamic loads. Water entering the system and putting pressure on the wall is a
dynamic load, and when not properly handled in the retaining wall construction could
cause the failure of the retaining wall.
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Drainage Pipe
The drainage pipe and backfill of a retaining wall system is meant for incidental
water. If there is water or any other unforeseen circumstances present upon
excavation, this needs to be presented to the engineer who created the plan for the
project or a plan needs to be created to deal with this scenario. Ideally, there is
minimal water entering into the system that needs to be evacuated either through the
face of the wall or to the lowest level in that property that does not impact
neighboring yards or other structures.
Drainage behind a retaining wall requires both proper backfill and drainage pipe.
Backfill consists of a 3/4" angular crushed clear stone (ASTM #57) at a minimum 12"
behind the wall and continuing vertically up that wall. It is a clear stone meaning that
it is a washed aggregate that is clear of fines. This allows for the water that enters
the system to permeate through the backfill down to the base of the retaining wall.
Once the water gets to the base of the retaining wall, it needs to be collected and
exited out of the system. Some of the water may permeate through the subsoil,
though heavier clay that your region may have will cause water build up.
A perforated pipe needs to be installed behind a retaining wall to collect that water.
This drainage pipe should be perforated, allowing the water to enter and exit the pipe
on its way out of the system. The pipe should have a slope towards the lowest area
or where water will be exited at a minimum slope of ¼" per foot.
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Additionally, every 20-50 feet of retaining wall should have an exit point through the
face of the wall. This is accomplished with a "T" in the drainage pipe with a pipe or
other attachment to extend past the face of the wall at a distance that allows water to
flow away from the face of the wall. The slope of the pavement or ground at the face
of the wall also needs to slope away from the wall itself so that water does not flow
back towards the retaining wall causing more issues.

For longer runs with drains daylighting through the wall or on two opposite ends of
the wall, then the drain can be crowned in order to achieve the optimal slope on the
pipe without needing to be raised too high in the backfill or too low into the base
material.
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It is important to note that no two retaining walls are the same. Some may require
engineered drawings such as those that are 3 or 4 feet in height or greater.
Depending on the load that these retaining walls must support, there may be further
engineering to provide the stability that the project requires. You can always refer to
the manufacturer's engineered drawings for their wall systems in order to build a
suitable wall for your project or seek outside engineering help in order to build a
retaining wall that will stand the test of time.
The proper drainage pipes for retaining walls would be a minimum 4” diameter
perforated or slotted PVC or corrugated HDPE pipe not using a sock, but it can be
separated with a non-woven geotextile if there is a possibility of fines meeting the
pipe. Flexible drain pipes allow the pipe to bend around curves in the retaining wall.
Perforated 4” ridgid PVC Schedule 40 pipe should be installed with the holes of the
pipe facing downward for water to rise into the pipe when accumulating. Ultimately
the pipe needs to be perforated to allow for the collection of water that enters the
system through the backfill and down to the base of the retaining wall.
The placement of that pipe depends on the drainage solution for that system and the
base material for the retaining wall. If you are using an open graded base using an
ASTM #57 ¾” angular crushed clean stone for the base that will also be used for the
backfill area, then the placement of the pipe should be at the back of the trench and
at the base of the base material with approximately 4” of material surrounding the
pipe. This is because this material allows water to permeate freely through it and we
want to collect that water and allow it to drain before it fills up our retaining wall
trench. This is especially important for slow draining soils. With this drainage pipe
placement, we cannot exit the water through the face of the wall and instead need to
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drain it to a lower area in the property as long as this is possible and does not affect
nieghboring yards or other structures.

If you are installing a traditional base, your drainage pipe placement is above the
base at the back of the trench. This is because this dense graded base drains at a
slower rate than an open graded clean stone that is free of fines. With water
accumulating above this base material, we can use the perforated drainage pipe to
collect it and drain it to a lower area in the property and / or through the face of the
retaining wall every 20’ to 50’. This base material should be slightly extended up the
trench to allow for the drainage of water through the face of the wall and depending
on the starting point of your drainage pipe in behind the wall to accommodate a ¼”
per foot slope. Additionally, when opting for a traditional base you will require a
return of non-woven geotextile on top of the dense graded base to separate it from
the ASTM #57 backfill to avoid contamination.
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Backfilling
To backfill a retaining wall, 3/4" angular crushed clear stone (ASTM #57) is used.
Clear stone is an important aspect of this aggregate. Clear stone refers to the stone
being washed and clear of fines. This allows for the passage of water with minimal
resistance. In a retaining wall backfill, the purpose of this is for the water that enters
directly behind the wall to work its way down to the base of the wall without being
absorbed by a different material and putting lateral pressure in behind the wall. The
importance of the crushed stone being angular is for it to compact to an appropriate
rate in behind the wall to reduce any settlement that may be experienced.
We noted that our wall needs a minimum of 12” behind the wall unit for the base to
extend. The backfill material should follow this minimum or a minimum of 24” from
the face of the wall to the back of the backfilled area, whichever is greater. That
means that if your wall units are 10” in depth, then your backfilled area needs to be
14” in depth beyond the back of the retaining wall.
Backfilling should continue at the same progression as the wall is being built to the
top of the previously completed row or slightly below it. If a dense graded base was
used for the base of the retaining wall, then a piece of non-woven geotextile should
be placed on top of it to separate the dense graded base from the ASTM #57. If you
used an open graded base for the base of the retaining wall, then you can start to
backfill with the same material for the backfill with the drainage pipe placed as per
open graded base placement.
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Your backfill can be levelled in no more than 6” to 8” lifts and compacted with a
compactor that is suitable to the lift heights that you will be completing. Compaction
is completed closest to the wall first in parallel lines. It is important to note geogrid
placement in your retaining wall so that you do not miss this in the backfilling process
which is covered in the next module. Heavy equipment should note be operated
within 5’ of the back of the retaining wall unless the wall was designed for it to bear
those loads. Only walk-behind compaction equipment within 3’ of the wall can be
used.
At the top of the wall, non-woven geotextile will be placed on the top of the drainage
area where low permeability soil will be placed on top at a depth of a minimum 4”
followed by 4” of topsoil and sod or seed. Where there is a slope at the top of the
wall that is towards the wall, creating a swale in behind the wall to redirect water is
additionally helpful in controlling the flow of water that will be experienced behind a
wall. The lowest point of the swale should be extended past the backfill area of the
wall and into the retained soil or reinforced soil portion of the wall. The sooner you
can establish vegetation or other surface at this portion of the wall, the better to
reduce erosion.
Backfilling for outside curved retaining walls and outside corners in retaining walls
need to be expanded for the additional directional pressure of lateral movement that
the curve or corner experiences. This depends on the height of the wall and the
radius that the wall curves or the degree the corner is at. This is typically for taller
walls or walls under surcharge loads, but is still to be applied to smaller walls as well.
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Geogrid Installation, Types, and Applications
There are several different types of geogrid along with the varying strengths that
manufacturer's produce for each. Uniaxial, biaxial, and triaxial geogrids are the main
types of geogrids and are used for different applications. Uniaxial geogrid is the
specified geogrid used in segmental retaining walls.
Geogrid is used to stabilize soil material or angular granular material. This prevents
the movement of that material caused by loads and therefore prevents the
movement of the structure it is helping to stabilize such as preventing the movement
of material behind a retaining wall to reduce the pressure placed on the back of the
wall.
Geogrids work by interlocking the granular material or soil placed on top of them.
The holes in the geogrid are referred to as apertures, and it is these holes that allow
for the strikethrough or the pushing through of the material into these holes that
create lockup and the stability that comes with that. It works similar to that of a
snowshoe as it spreads the load on top of it out over a larger area helping to
disperse that force that is experienced.
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Along with the aperture size and a well graded, angular granular material, the
strikethrough and compaction helps to interlock these granules to create optimal
performance of the geogrid. The lesser the granules of the aggregate, the less they
will lockup in the apertures of the geogrid providing less stability. Think of the fine
granules of a sand trying to lock into the larger apertures of geogrid and how difficult
that lockup is to achieve. In addition to this, soils and other materials pull apart under
tension caused by a load. However, geogrids have the strength to withstand that
tension allowing for that load distribution.
Uniaxial Geogrid
This geogrid has strength in one direction and is used predominantly in retaining
walls. It is produced using a combination of high tenacity polyester or polypropylene
yarns that are twisted together with a single yarn then weaved or knitted forming
flexible junctions and is coated in an additional protective layer of polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) or latex. These geogrids are more flexible than the other two based on what
they are made of. This makes them an excellent solution to be placed and squeezed
between two layers of retaining wall block using the weight and locking mechanism
of the retaining wall blocks to tie into the wall creating one solid mass. Using geogrid
in a Segmental Retaining Wall application (SRW geogrid), along with a proper batter
or setback of the wall, can increase the height to which a retaining wall can be
installed to.
When installing the uniaxial geogrid in a retaining wall, it needs to be rolled out
perpendicular to the wall at a length specified in the manufacturer's specifications
which will depend on the height of the wall, subgrade and soil conditions, and the
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load that the retaining wall is supporting. This is typically no less than 4’ or 60% the
total height of the wall with this increasing at the top of taller walls. This can also
increase based on a geotechnical report. If there are steep slopes at the toe of a
wall, groundwater is present, and / or foundation soils are soft or weak clay and silt
materials, a geotechnical report may be necessary in constructing the wall. This will
determine the global stability of the site and help the design process of the wall
including crucial factors like embedment depth and the length of the geogrid. Weak
foundation soils can create a slip plan which will see the slope slump and slide out
with the infiltration of water. This can cause retaining walls to fail along that plane.
The solution to this would be to have a geotechnical engineer identify this and work
with the design engineer in creating a design that will create a solution.
It is important that the roll is rolled out in the correct direction to the wall as uniaxial
only has strength in one direction. If it is rolled out parallel to the wall or not following
the manufacturer's instructions, it will not provide the stability required in that
application and this may cause the wall to fail. Typically the initial layer of geogrid
starts on the initial or second course of the retaining wall.
Typically the geogrid extends through the backfill material of the retaining wall, which
is ASTM #57, and into the reinforced soil beyond the retaining wall. This reinforced
soil is a non-cohesive soil that may need to be brought in to install or use onsite
materials as long as it can be compacted to reach 95% of the standard Proctor
density. This reinforced zone past the backfill area of the wall needs to be
considered in the excavation phase of the project and accounted for. The
measurement of this past the backfill area depends on the specified length of the
geogrid according to the wall manufacturer, geogrid manufacturer, or engineer. This
area is compacted in lifts alongside the backfill of the retaining wall.
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This can be a gravely, sandy, silt soil as long as there is not a high content of clay.
This will need to be compacted with appropriate moisture content to reach proper
compaction rating. The apertures reinforce the soil behind the wall preventing the
movement and subsequent force that would be applied to the back of the retaining
wall. These pieces need to be continuous and never overlapped in its installation.
Each piece is pulled tight and is held or staked with aggregate placed on top of it.
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When installing the geogrid into the backfilled area and into the reinforced soil area
in combination with non-woven geotextile running up the vertical portion of the wall,
the non-woven geotextile needs to return towards the wall under the geogrid and on
top of the geogrid before continuing up the vertical portion of the backfill area.

Heavy equipment should not be driven within 5’ of the wall unless the wall is
engineered to support this. Regardless of this, heavy equipment should not be driven
on geogrid unless there is at least 6” of aggregate placed on top of it with no sudden
braking or turning.
Compaction of the backfilled area is important to achieve optimal compaction levels.
Settlement will cause unnecessary stress on the geogrid as it supports the load on
top of it from settling further. This can lead to the breaking down of this material due
to overstressing.
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Each piece requires a minimum of 3" of aggregate be placed on top to achieve its
performance of stabilization. This is important to understand when it comes to
corners or curves in the installation process. Remember that the geogrid can never
overlap. So on curved or corner installations if there is an overlap, you will need to
add a minimum of 3” of aggregate between the overlaps. Alternatively, you can
eliminate the overlaps by adding geogrid in a subsequent layer as long as the layer
is at least 3” in height.
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When installing geogrid on an internal corner in subsequent layers, the geogrid
should extend past the corner at a length of 25% of the wall.
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Finalizing Caps
Caps are the final portion of the project. These can be initially dry placed just like the
retaining wall units to ensure proper placement. A string line can be used to ensure
straight lines with the caps. If you are using natural stone caps, these may need to
be shimmed in order to mediate any irregularities.
Dry placing the caps will allow you to see how the caps align with the length of your
wall and to reveal what cuts need to be completed. For curved applications, if you
did not choose a product that is able to be built to the curves you are building, you
will likely need to cut every piece along that curve. For linear applications, you may
only need to complete one or two cuts on a single run.
Instead of having a sliver along your wall, it is better to instead subtract that sliver
and a full sized cap and cut two caps to equal the measurement of the sliver plus
that full cap. Place one of those cuts on one end of the wall and the other cut at the
other end of the wall, sliding down all of the full sized caps to be in between the two
cut caps. Slivers look unappealing and are not structurally as sound. This same
technique can be applied to any cuts in the wall construction for the building units.
When coming to a corner with caps that only have a single manufactured face, you
may either opt to rockface the side of the cap by chiseling / guillotining it or to miter
the corner units. No manufactured sides of caps means that if the cap has a finished
face, that face finish is not mimicked on the sides of the caps or you cannot
purchase a unit to accommodate this.
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Mitering involves using a square to mark a 45 from the corner of the cap that will
meet the other cap and cuting it while also completing the same with the opposing
corner to have two 45 degree angles to place on that corner (assuming the corner is
a 90 degree). When the corner is not a perfect 90, you can place the initial corner
cap on the corner of the wall where it will fall, place the second cap on top of that cap
where it will lay, and draw a line from corner to corner of the units to provide you with
the cut line. When deciding to miter, it is best to start with your corners, completing
the miters, and then laying your full units from those corners. This ensures that your
corner caps are the largest pieces that they can be and are uniform in size.
Setting the caps forward at 1” to 2” will provide a more aesthetic appeal to the
retaining wall, as well as allow for the ability to install hardscape lighting underneath
the caps. If you are planning to install these, they should be installed prior to
installing the caps. Caps are glued in place using a polyurethane adhesive that is
rated for this application. Beads are run perpendicular to the wall to allow for any
water to escape through the caps at approximately every 6” to 12” with ¼” beads
ensuring each cap has contact with two beads when being adhered or according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. After the adhesive is applied, the cap can be
secured on top of it with some pressure and slightly shifting the unit side to side to
ensure sufficient contact with the adhesive. Even applying the cap, removing it, and
then placing it back into the adhesive will help in this process. The adhesive will
expand into the pores of the concrete.

Other Wall Structures
There are other wall structures that can be considered in this course due to their
similarities in their construction to a segmental retaining wall including terraced walls,
freestanding walls, and pillars.

Terraced Walls
When building terraced walls, there are some additional calculations that need to be
made. The terraced walls will either need to be built as independent walls or the load
of the upper wall will apply to the lower wall and this will need to be considered in the
design and construction of this. If the height of the lower wall is at least twice the
length between the walls from the face of the lower wall to the face of the upper wall
AND the height of the lower wall is more than the height of the upper wall, then these
two walls are essentially independent walls and can be built as such. This makes
assumptions such as there is no slope at the toes of the walls.
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Another aspect of the design and construction is that geogrid is typically 60% of the
height of the wall or a minimum of 4’, but for a terraced wall this takes into
consideration the entire height of all the walls in the terrace and is sometimes greater
than 60%.
Typically most terraced walls depending on their height will be constructed according
to engineered drawings for that certain application. However, if you want more
information on engineering these retaining walls in order to understand the design of
them better, you can reference the download link to the Design Manual by NCMA in
the Course Materials for this course.

Freestanding Walls
Freestanding walls are not built to retain soils. They are meant for features in a
landscape to be used as seat walls or other structures that can also separate spaces
in a landscape. When designing and building a freestanding wall, you will need to
consult the manufacturer’s guidelines to understand the specifications of the wall
units and the height to which they can be built to. Additionally, you will be limited in
your choices as these should be wall units that are double-sided meaning the
manufactured finished face is present on both sides of the wall. Freestanding walls
are never setback to create a batter.
Freestanding walls are built following the same excavation, base preparation, initial
course laying, and building up the wall as a retaining wall. The area in front and
behind the freestanding wall should have a minimum of a 6” base extension. This
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makes the excavated area equal to a minimum of 6” before the wall, the depth of the
wall units, and a minimum of 6” after the wall.

After the initial course, the wall is built up similar to that of a retaining wall with a
minimum of ⅓” offset from one unit to the next to ensure stability, installing the
locking mechanism, and filling the cores of the retaining wall if applicable.
Additionally, freestanding walls should have adhesive from one course to another
with each block making contact with two beads that are run perpendicular to the wall
to ensure any water can make its way out of the system.
Caps can have uniform overhangs on both sides of the wall and hardscape lighting
can be installed under those overhangs. Choosing a cap that allows for that
overhang based on the depth of the wall units that are constructing the freestanding
wall is important in the process of the design. Much like with retaining walls, curves
should be accounted for and choosing a product that works with the curves will help
prevent cutting the materials and improve efficiency in the build.

Pillars
Pillars can be built with similar principles to building a freestanding wall from the
base material to preparing the pillar units on the base material or a screeded
bedding layer. The base should extend 6” in every direction past the face of the pillar.
Typically pillars are built out of corner or pillar units that manufacturers sell
separately that you can use to alternate around the pillar to achieve a uniform length
and width. This can be combined with building units in between the pillar units to
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create a larger pillar. The pillar units are alternated in subsequent courses much like
corners would be built in a wall to ensure the strength of the pillar.
The pillar is capped with a natural stone slab or other pillar cap that the manufacturer
may sell with an overhang. In this case the pillar units together measure 22”, so
installing a 24” x 24” pillar cap would provide a 1” overhang on every side of the
pillar. You can additionally add some hardscape lighting underneath the cap.
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When building a pillar into a freestanding wall, it is recommended to tie that wall into
the pillar on alternating courses. In this scenario, the freestanding wall is built into the
pillar unit every other course to allow for the pillar unit and wall to work as a single
unit. We start with the initial course meeting the pillar flush.

The subsequent course is laid into the pillar, having you make two cuts on the pillar
to make room for the free standing wall units to tie directly into the pillar. This will
ensure structural integrity of the pillar and freestanding wall so that they act together
rather than separately. When built separately, separation from one another with
movement could occur.
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It is always beneficial in the planning process to choose a wall unit that works for
your application. Choose a product that will create the dimension of pillars that you
require with an appropriate cap or you will have to make cuts on every unit. Choose
a product that you can use for the wall and the pillars so that the heights are the
same on the wall and pillars to allow you to tie them in together.

Cutting and Chiseling
The ideal method to cut retaining wall block is with a table saw that has a water
hookup or a dust collection system incorporated into it or with a demo saw with a
water hookup if this is what you have available to you. Using the demo saw will be a
little bit more difficult to get a perpendicular cut.
Knowing your saw and getting the right balance will help you achieve those cuts. You
can also achieve them by drawing a line on the face of the block and plunging your
blade first into this line with the face of the wall block facing upwards. Once you cut
to a depth that your saw is capable of, you can then place the block flat and
complete the cut as the remainder of the cut is not as important because it will not be
visible on the completed project.
However, if you are building a freestanding wall then this will be important because
both sides of the wall will show. In this case, it works best if your saw has a wheel kit
on it in order to follow the remaining steps. Set up a pallet or flat piece of plywood
that is consistent in its surface with no imperfections and no gravel or residue on the
surface. Mark your cut and place the block on the plywood or the pallet. Line your
saw up with the cut and roll the saw into the block following that cut. In theory, this
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should provide you with a perpendicular cut as the saw is on the same slope or level
as the wall block. This works best if you can complete this in one pass without
needing to flip the block over to complete the cut.
Additionally, when you are marking your cuts you will want to consider the thickness
of the blade. Typically for a demo saw this is going to be 1/8". When you are marking
your cuts, you will want to make a mental note where you will be running that blade.
Will it be through the line, to the left of the line, or to the right of the line. This should
also be communicated if you have one person marking and another person cutting.

How to Cut Wall Blocks for Curves
Ideally you are building your wall to the capability of the wall product that you are
installing. Follow the manufacturer’s specifications when designing a project and
understand the radius that the wall can naturally be built to following the tapered
ends of the wall block. This will reduce the amount of cuts and the time required to
complete those cuts. This will increase your onsite efficiency. However, sometimes
this is not always possible depending on the product you are installing and you will
need to turn a square wall unit into a tapered wall unit in order to complete the curve.
You should understand that this will need to be completed on every layer of the wall
when estimating your project.
The following instructions are for convex curves because concave curves can be
gapped at the back of the wall blocks to follow the curve. This gap will not show on
the final product, but the caps will need to be cut in order to complete the project if
the caps do not naturally follow the curve you are building.
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When cutting wall blocks for curves, you will need to have the initial block placed on
that layer before the curve starts. You will then place the next block following the
curve. This will reveal a gap at the face of the wall. You will then measure this gap
and apply that measurement to the opposite end of the wall unit. You can then draw
a line from that mark to the corner of the wall unit at the face. That is the line that you
can cut to follow that curve. Alternatively (and especially for the caps), you can divide
that measurement by 2 and apply that to both sides of the retaining wall block to
provide a more uniform block especially if the gap is larger than ½”.
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Once that cut block is placed, the next full block can be placed with that gap and
following the curve of the project in order to mark it and cut.

Cutting Wet vs Dry
Cutting wet creates quite the mess, but it reduces the amount of dust being created.
The water mixed with the dust will create a slurry that will harden to the surface of
the concrete if not rinsed off. Removing this slurry is not easy and it requires a
chemical wash if it solidifies to the surface of the concrete. On hot days, make sure
that you are consistently washing the retaining wall block that you have cut
thoroughly. Be mindful of this as you cut and work on the job site.
Cutting dry is ideal to reduce this slurry, but this requires a vacuum system in order
to keep the dust down. Without the vacuum system, dust will settle on surfaces all
around the job site and into neighboring yards. This dust will need to be blown off the
surface of these areas to avoid causing a further mess. Additionally, cutting dry
without a vacuum system is illegal in many areas. Regardless if you are cutting dry
with a vacuum system or not or wet cutting, you will want to wear safety glasses and
dust masks.

Saw Blade for Cutting Concrete
Having the right blade for your saw is just as important as having the right saw for
the job. Your blade should be a diamond blade that is rated for the hardness of the
stone that you will be cutting. We use a different blade for cutting natural stone than
we do when we cut retaining wall block. This is because there are two different
hardnesses in the materials and we do not want to put any more pressure on
working our saw or saw blade any harder than we need to. This will extend the life of
our saw and our blades as well.

Chiseling a Corner
Specifically for rock-faced wall units, you can chisel the corner units to expose a rock
face if the wall product does not come with already rock-faced corners. This requires
a cold chisel and a hammer to accomplish, or for easier rock-facing you can
purchase a splitter / guillotine that will complete this step more accurately and
provide a quality result.
Using a hammer and chisel, you will want to draw a line at least 1” from the edge of
the unit you want to rock face. Follow this line with your hammer and chisel.
Continue through the face, back, and underneath the wall unit as you rotate around
the unit. Once you complete one pass of scoring the unit with your chisel, you can
start to increase the strength to which you are hitting the chisel with the hammer.
Continue to move your way around the unit. By the third pass you should start to see
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a fracture forming. The piece should fall off in one chunk exposing a rock face on
your wall unit, though there may be some cleaning up to do with your hammer and
chisel to make it look as good as possible. This can be completed for 90 degree
corners or any degree of corner by adding an additional score and chiseling that
piece off to expose a rock face at any degree.

Basics of Designing a Retaining Wall
Retaining walls are important structures that support and hold back loads caused by
both static and dynamic loads. They must be designed appropriately to prevent the
failure of it. Designing a retaining wall requires the understanding of the retaining
wall system in all of its aspects and the loads that it will support and experience.
Thankfully most manufacturers have designs available for each of their retaining wall
blocks that can be adhered to given it is a smaller retaining wall of 3-4 feet or less
that is also not supporting a large load. Some manufacturers have an engineering
department that will also work with you to achieve an engineered drawing for your
specific project or you can always hire an engineering firm that specializes in
retaining wall structures. Additionally, retaining walls also need to be aesthetically
appealing in their design. This is why the design of retaining walls is so important.
There are several aspects that contribute to the design of a retaining wall. The height
of the wall, the length and shape of the wall, the surcharge that acts on the wall, the
subsoil, and the wall block dimensions and weight all play roles in considering what
the design of the retaining wall will be.
Though secondary to that actual engineering design of the wall itself, the aesthetic
appeal is important. You need to decide the shape and dimensions of your retaining
wall in order to achieve the functional purpose. Curved retaining walls are more
complex in the planning and design process. They are also more costly than a
straight retaining wall.
When it comes to curved retaining walls, you need to think about the wall block that
you will be working with. If the wall block only comes in linear units, in order to
achieve a curved retaining wall you will need to cut each individual piece. This is a
costly and time consuming process. If your retaining wall does come with tapered
units that allow you to create curves, then it is easier to shape your wall to the radius
that the wall blocks naturally create. Not doing this will also cause you to need to cut
each block to achieve your custom curve.
When it comes to linear retaining walls, there are not as many variables that you
need to consider. The one thing that presents challenges is when you come to a
corner that is not a 90 degree corner. Corners are a weak spot in any wall and wall
units need to alternate in corners to provide some strength much like wall blocks are
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staggered in a wall. If there is a seam moving up the entire corner without a stagger,
the corner will fail. Wall blocks that have a rock face where they have been split to a
rough face are easy to chisel or split to create a rock face at any degree allowing you
to easily create that alternation in the wall blocks in a corner at any angle.

Wall blocks that have a smooth face present a challenge. These cannot be cut or
split to provide the same smooth face look, so corners that are not 90 degrees are
more complex in their design. With these, there will likely be a seam moving up the
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corner. The alternation is achieved where the wall block is not present in the back
with some offset cutting techniques.

However, inside corners can just be overlapped.
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The taller your retaining wall is, the more limitations you will have for wall block
choices. The dimensions and the weight of the retaining wall block, as well as the
locking mechanism of the wall block, are all important in how tall you will be able to
build your retaining wall. Always refer to the manufacturer for specifications on each
of their retaining wall blocks when beginning to plan your retaining wall.
Wall caps are the final step in the design process as not every wall block has a
corresponding wall cap. A lot of manufacturers create a wide range of caps that can
be used to be installed on many different lines of their retaining wall products.
Another option would be to use natural stone caps. Setting the cap 1” forward on the
wall blocks adds to the appeal of the retaining wall while also allowing you to install a
hardscape light underneath the cap.
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Failure Signs
Segmental retaining walls, when built properly, are long-lasting solutions to building a
functional space. They will allow you to turn a sloped yard into a flat space and allow
you to make the most functional use of it. However, if not properly built with several
variables considered in the engineering of a wall, it will quickly turn into an expensive
undertaking. When built correctly, retaining walls take into account several variables
including the static and dynamic loads that it experiences. Failure to account for
these loads will lead to the failure of the retaining wall.
There are signs that you will begin to notice that show that your retaining wall is
experiencing the initial signs of failure. It is at this point that these signs should be
investigated further. Though the most important step is to have the retaining wall built
properly in the first place. That being said, if you are reading this then you are likely
inquiring about what a failing retaining wall might look like and how you may be able
to remedy the situation. Unfortunately when it comes to retaining walls, there is no
easy fix.
In our business, we do not touch retaining wall fixes unless we are tearing the entire
thing out and rebuilding from scratch. There are too many liabilities with retaining
walls falling over or falling apart to rely on someone else's prior work to build on top
of or to repair. If you are experiencing the beginning signs of a retaining wall failure,
the best thing to do is to investigate what may be causing the failure and re-building
to prevent that from happening again. You do not want that retaining wall to fall over
when someone or something is present that can be hurt or damaged.
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Here we cover issues that are specific to segmental retaining walls. These are walls
that are built of individual wall units. They are the longest enduring walls if they are
built properly because of their strength and flexibility. Other retaining walls that you
may see made of wood rot quickly and must be replaced or are one unit structures
that cause future issues of cracking. When a wall is made of many individual units it
can flex with the movement of the earth under freeze-thaw cycles.
Here are some common signs of a failing retaining wall and what the issues may be
that are causing the failure.
● White Staining
This white staining on the face of a retaining wall can be common when first installed
as it is a by-product of concrete. It is called efflorescence and it is a mineral that is
released with the presence of moisture. It can be cleaned quite easily with an
efflorescence cleaner. However, it can become an issue if the staining returns
season after season. It can only appear with the presence of moisture, which for a
retaining wall is not good. This means that there is moisture present behind the wall
that is not escaping and it is putting hydrostatic pressure on the wall. This is likely
because proper drainage was not installed behind the retaining wall that allows the
water that enters the system to drain freely through the backfill and into a drainage
pipe, exiting from behind the wall. This buildup of pressure will force the wall forward,
especially with freeze-thaw cycles.
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● Retaining Wall Leaning Forward
If a wall is beginning to lean forward, there can be several variables that are causing
this. It could be similar to that above where there is hydrostatic pressure building up
behind the wall due to poor drainage. However, there are numerous other problems
that could exist. The wall blocks may not have been meant to be built at the height
that the wall is. Each manufacturer has a specified height that their wall products can
be built to based on their dimensions, weight, and locking mechanism. In order to
stretch this a little bit further, a wall can be built with a batter or setting back the wall
units into the retained area as opposed to being 90 degrees from the ground.
Additionally, the wall may not have been engineered properly to withstand the
surcharge or the load that is being applied to it. This could mean the static load of a
building or structure behind the wall or the dynamic load of vehicles driving in behind
it. Either way, a wall requires adequate engineering if it is to withstand these forces.
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● Retaining Wall Kicking Out from the Bottom
If the wall looks like the bottom of it is beginning to fail, it is likely because there is
not enough embedment of the retaining wall. There is a minimum of 6" embedment
of the retaining wall, with this increasing depending on several factors, into the
ground to ensure that the wall does not begin to fail from the bottom courses. If you
can see exposed base material or dig down a little bit and see the final block, the
wall is not embedded properly.
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● Waves in the Wall
Improper compaction of the base material to a minimum of 98% Proctor density will
cause certain areas in the wall to begin to settle. As the base material settles due to
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gravity, the weight of the retaining wall, and the water that enters the base material,
the wall will begin to show the effects of that settling. That is why compaction is so
crucial in any hardscape project.
Unfortunately if you are experiencing these issues, it is likely only going to build up
until the wall falls over or something happens to it. At least with this guide, you can
investigate what may be causing the failure and prevent it from happening with a
new build. It is always less expensive to build it right the first time, even if the price is
much more expensive than you had imagined. Retaining walls are not inexpensive
structures and the majority of the cost is in what you do not see in the final product.

Final Cleanup
Leaving the job site better than the way in which you showed up will speak volumes
to your client and the neighbors around them. Providing a post-construction wash of
the project will help to provide the client with a clean space they can immediately
enjoy. Building up areas around the retaining wall and sodding or seeding to meet
the height of the final grade and repairing areas of the yard that were torn up by
equipment should be included in the project. You can use mats or ¾” plywood to
protect the turf while running equipment to the backyard during the construction. This
will reduce the amount of time and materials needed in that repair.
Ending the project strong is a great way to leave a lasting impact on the client. You
could do a perfect installation, but if you leave the driveway or sidewalk completely
covered in mud and the side of their yard torn up then the client will not be left with a
good taste in their mouth after dealing with you. Finishing strong helps to build your
reputation and keeps word of mouth leads coming into your business.
Client care is extremely important. Providing a warranty on your work that covers
issues that may arise for a certain period of time will keep your clients at ease
knowing that they are in good hands with someone they can trust will stick to their
word. If an issue comes up, be sure to fix it as soon as possible for them rather than
letting it linger. This goes a long way to show your client that you are invested in
them and their project, but for them to also mention you to people they know.
Word of mouth will be the most powerful way to generate leads in your business.
The work that you do will be the work that you attract. So make sure that you are
choosing your clients that you work for carefully and the work that you are doing.
Have a clean truck, job site, uniforms, employees that are respectful, and place a
sign on the front lawn of the project that you are on with your business information.
Prior to starting any project, write up a proposal for that project that specifies the
work that is to be done. Use approximates when it comes to measurements or areas
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that will be completed rather than specifying the exact amount. If for any reason the
project changes during the construction at the client’s request, draw up a change
order and agree upon a price right then and there. Have the client sign a piece of
paper with that change order and what is included in that.
Every job will bring with it some difficulties. Write these down to reflect on them later.
This may be helpful in creating production rates for your estimating or adding time to
your budget for these difficulties. It can also help to add certain clauses to protect
you in your contract based on the experiences that you have already had.
Furthermore, keep track of how long each step of the process takes you to complete.
This will help you to include and build up data for your production rates which will
help you create accurate quotes. More on this when we talk about budgeting.
Complete a final walkthrough of the project with your client to discuss anything that is
necessary. Try not to leave a significant amount of money to be paid upon
completion of the project just in case you have a difficult client that will nitpick
everything that they can find in order to delay that payment as much as possible. You
need to ensure that you have enough cash flow in your business to continue to
operate.
Reach out to your client with an email to wrap up the project, thank them for being a
client, and ask them for a review on your preferred space such as Google My
Business to help you build your authority online which will help you generate more
leads and referrals.
This course aims to lay the foundation of knowledge for constructing segmental
retaining walls up to three or four feet in height with minimal slope at the toe of the
retaining wall and no significant live or dead load being placed on the wall. If your
retaining wall has any of these characteristics to it, you will likely benefit by hiring or
having the homeowner hire an outside engineering firm that specializes in retaining
walls to design the project. If you want to learn more about compensating or other
variables in your segmental retaining wall build, designing segmental retaining walls
to compensate for those variables, calculations, and many other concepts for
building segmental retaining walls, you can download the guides by NCMA found in
the Course Materials portion of this course.
We hope this course has helped you get started in the installation of segmental
retaining walls. Please let us know what you thought about it by reaching out to us
and how it has possibly helped. Sharing this platform helps us in getting the word out
more about this content and it is very much appreciated.
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